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872

SETH
Are you sure the market’s down that
alley, Horus?

872

873

HORUS
(stops, rolls his eyes at Seth)
Mrrowwww...

873

874

SETH
No, I’m not saying you’re wrong! But
we don’t know this part of the city.

874

875

HORUS
(chirpy, chatty meows)

875

876

SETH
You smell something good? Then it
must be the market! “Good” like
bread? Or cakes?? That’d be
awesome, ‘cuz I’m starving!
(as Horus bounds of down
the alley)
Hey! Wait for me!

876

345. EXT. MARKET - DAY
Horus emerges in the market, Seth on his heels. There are
STALLS everywhere, but the thing that has Horus’ eye is a
CART piled high with FISH.
877

SETH
Pheeeew! Fish in the hot Egyptian
sun. Trust a cat to think that
smells good! Well, at least we
found the market. And that means
the Pharaoh’s palace is just --

877

878

RUDJEK (O.S.)
Hey! That’s my slave! Stop him!

878

879

SETH
Oh, no - it’s Rudjek! Quick, Horus RUN!

879

346. CHASE SEQUENCE - DAY
Seth and Horus leap up onto a FRUIT STAND;
880

SETH
<Jumping up exertion>

880

Their feet cartwheel and they scramble up a pyramid of APPLES,
attempting to reach a building’s AWNING above. The apples
shoot out behind them - pinging their PURSUERS in the head!
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881

SETH
<scrambling up the apples walla>

99.

881

Our heroes reach the awning, then climb up a vine.
882

SETH
<hurried climbing walla>

882

Pulling themselves up onto the roof, they can see the PHARAOH’S
PALACE over a sea of low, flat roofs.
883

SETH
There it is, Horus - the palace!
We’re nearly there!!

883

Seth reaches for the BROKEN SEAL hanging at his neck. His
fist closes around it, determination burning in his eyes.
884

SETH
Today’s the day, Horus.
(seeing the baddies
climbing up)
Yikes! Here come Rudjek’s goons.
C’mon!

884

MUSIC UP. Seth and Horus run off, leaping over rooftops.
885

SETH
<running walla, leaping walla>

885

In the ensuing ROOFTOP CHASE, the pursuers trip, fall through
a roof, land on a sunbather, get caught in scaffolding whatever’s fun to animate and can lose them!
The palace is soon very close, its high walls looming just
one street away. Seth and Horus run along the adjacent
rooftops, heading toward a corner of the palace.
886

SETH
(running)
The front gates are just around the
corner, Horus. If we’ve got our
timing right, Uncle Ramses is ---

886

347. EXT. PHARAOH’S PALACE GATES - CONTINUOUS
They round the corner of rooftops to see Ramses in the square
below. A MASSIVE CROWD throngs at his feet. Seth stops, seethes.
887

SETH (CONT’D)
-- down there, making his morning
rounds! This is it, Horus: Now or
never.
(MORE)

887
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SETH (CONT’D)
(calling down, boldly)
Hey, Ramses - as in UNCLE Ramses,
the murderer who stole my throne
and sold me as a slave... Isn’t it
time you told these people you’re a
fake?
The crowd is looking up at Seth, bewildered. Ramses turns to
his GUARDS.
888

RAMSES
Seize that worthless slave boy and
feed him to the crocodiles.

888

889

SETH
What did he say? I didn’t quite get
that from up here. See, I got
distracted... I’m looking down at
this guy and my mind says, “Hey, is
that only HALF of the Pharaoh’s
Seal hanging around his neck?
What’s his excuse for not having
the other half?” I’m asking to
myself. The other half that looks
like... THIS!

889

Seth tears the broken seal from his neck and holds it up for
all to see. The Crowd <GASPS>. The guards seize Ramses.
Everyone falls to their knees... just as Rudjek enters the
square and sees Seth on the roof.
890

RUDJEK
Slave! You’ll go without food and
water for a week in punishment for -(suddenly notices)
Why is everyone bowing to you?

890

891

SETH
Because, Rudjek, as I’ve been
telling you for six years - six
years spent enduring your cruelty I’m NOT a slave; though I thank you
for showing me how horribly slaves
are treated... My second act as
Pharaoh will be to pass laws that
punish masters like you... My FIRST
act will be to decide what to do
with a criminal who killed my
parents and stole my throne... What
was it you were saying about the
crocodiles, Uncle Ramses?

891

